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**ILA Parents**

Ray and Detra Abernathy
George and Cynthia Amason
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Michael and Kelly Bassel
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2018-19 ACADEMIC INVOLVEMENT

Alumni Panel Participants
Janie French
William Harkins
Abby Jessen
Erin Miller
Maxwell Mitchell
Meredith Sammons

Application Readers
Alumni
Bridget Bambenek
Shannon Chen
Brittany Chitwood
David Fischer
Alan Goodno
Kate Houghton
Lyndon Lee
C. Ryan Leveille
Kent Oliver
Dumbi Ogbechie
Susan Richardson

Faculty
Karen Aguar
Anind Chakravarty
Margaret Christ
Chris Cornwell
Scott Graffin
Tricia Hackleman
Richard Martin
Myra Moore
Bjorn Stillion-Southard

Case Study Facilitator
The UPS Foundation, Inc.

Corporate Site Visits
Chick-fil-A
Synovus

Executive of the Day Participants
Ashleigh Brosius, ALDI
Jeff Carlton, Georgia-Pacific
Todd Ellis, KPMG
Aaron Konnick, UPS
Bill Linginfelter, Regions Bank
Brian Wagner, FTI

Leadership Dinner Participants
Aaron Konnick
Kunal Mitra
Teneil Salmon

LLSP Interviewers
David Carswell
Camille Felton
Derek Hammock
David Hanson
Kyle Larson
Andrea Morris
Muizz Mullani
Adrian Obleton
Benjamin Pace
Jori Palmer

Service Learning Clients
Archway, DDA Website (Washington County)
Archway, Dr. Darris Means
Archway, Historic Downtown Hartwell Ambassador Project (Hart County)
Archway, Opera House (Pulaski County)
Archway, Resource Guide (Thomson–McDuffie)
Archway, Small Business Development Protocol (Hart County)
Archway, Thomson Twin Cinema Revitalization (McDuffie County)
Envision Athens, Experience the Future: Workforce Development
Envision Athens, Making Multi-Modal the Way to Move
Envision Athens, Youth at Work Day
International Composting Event
The Cancer Foundation of Northeast Georgia
The College Factory
UGA – J.W. Fanning Leadership Institute
Winning Edge leadership Academy (Maria Taylor)
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The UPS Foundation, Inc.